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Thank you for your interest in 
littlebytesnews.com 

Guest Post or Contributor Criteria 

 You are welcome to submit content to the site by registering in our contributor 
community at http://bit.ly/WelcomeLBN 

 
 Just register and begin posting your articles under the articles section and select 

the topic category your article covers. (submit at least once a month to be a 
contributor or once a week to be a featured writer) 
 

 Please review the notes from the editor section under topics to learn more  
 
 Articles are usually reviewed and published within 24-48 hours, depending on the 

number received and the urgency of the topic  
 

 Be sure to include a brief three-line bio, a photo is optional. Additionally, provide 
a link to your website, if you have one, or a social media page 
 

 The content must provide value, be original, not overly promotional but 
informative or inspiring  

 
 Depending on the quality of the post, I will take articles with graphics, sources 

and at least 500+ words  
 

 Any posts must be no less than 300 words and provide at least one featured 
image related to the topic 

  
 You must have copyrights of any graphics or media included or the images must 

have attribution to the source or be free use. (i.e.: creative commons) 
 
 You agree to grant copyright to littlebytesnews.com to publish all posts  

 
 Posts will remain on the site for the life of the source or purged as needed to 

clean our database and maintain our hosting efficiency after one year by 
littlebytesnews.com, unless contributor requests removal after a specified time 
frame, if time sensitive 
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 Littlebytesnews.com reserves the right to reject or remove a post if the source 

isn't G-rated, is overly promotional or is found to be fraudulent or illegal 
 

 All posts must have attribution to the source, but will include a disclaimer that the 
information contained in the post is the opinion of the author and not endorsed or 
necessarily the opinion of littlebytesnews.com  

 
 In exchange for publishing your content and sharing it across our social media 

following of over 20,000 please include a link back to littlebytesnews.com in a 
prominent space on your website 
 

 In addition, please complete this form to confirm your application so we can add 
you to our developing social media team 

 
 To find out when your article is published, sign up for our newsletter through 

https://littlebytesnews.com or by email at http://bit.ly/subscribeLBN  
 

Let me know if you need more information or have any questions. I look forward to 
working with you and providing more quality content to our readers. 
 
Thanks for your interest in littlebytesnews.com!  
 
 

 
 

Patricia Garza 
Founder and Editor at  Little Bytes News 
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